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Springtime in Chicago! The flowers were 

blooming and the sun was shining as 130 

international credit professionals from five 

countries and 24 states gathered for the ICTF 

Global Credit Professionals Symposium April 19-

21, 2015 at the Ritz-Carlton, Chicago. 

The welcome reception Sunday evening was a 

great opportunity to greet old friends and to 

make new ones. Old timers were encouraged to 

seek out first time attendees and to make them 

welcome. The life blood of any Association is the 

steady stream of new members, whether they are 

seasoned professionals or emerging professionals. 

Networking and encouraging new friendships are 

a critical part of ICTF’s Symposiums. 

After a networking breakfast Monday morning, 

the symposium opened with the keynote speaker, 

Dr. Robert Genetski. Dr. Genetski has a wealth of 

experience in both economics and finance, 

combining business and academic expertise. He is 

a well-respected economic and interest rate 

forecaster with numerous appearances on Fox 

News and CNN.  

His presentation “Global Economic Developments 

- what in the world is going on and what you 

should know about it” focused on three areas:  

1. Why do some countries perform so 

well and others so poorly? 

2. How Central Banks impact business 

conditions and financial markets? 

3. How fundamental economic forces 

impact the value of currencies, 

commodities and financial markets? 

Dr. Genetski noted that with the mass of data and 

misinformation available, it is important to have a 

framework in which to organize information to 

identify key forces and trends. He identified two 

major frameworks in common use. These are the 

Keynesian framework which focuses on the need 

for Government intervention and regulation to 

correct and control the bad decisions made by the 

private sector and the Classical framework which 

focuses on the private sector, with little 

government regulation, to drive the economy. 

Classical economic principles include low tax rates 

and limited government, free markets, individual 

property rights and a stable currency. Dr. 

Genetski presented detail showing the correlation 

between economic freedom and per capita 

income. TAKEAWAY for area #1: Economic 

freedom is the single most important force for 

creating growth and prosperity. 

Under item #2, Dr. Genetski stated that the 

objective of every central bank is to provide the 

right amount of money. Too much money equals 

inflation; too little money equals recession. This 

objective, when viewed through the two 

frameworks, is achieved differently. The 

Keynesian framework emphasizes interest rates; 

the classical framework emphasizes monetary 

aggregation. TAKEAWAY for area #2: Central Bank 

policies are a major force with the potential to 

generate booms and busts in currency values, 

financial markets and the economy. 

Item #3 focuses on a number of different 

measures including the “Big Mac” estimate of 

currency values, actual and fundamental values of 

gold prices, oil prices, 10 year Treasury Bond 

interest rates, GDP operating profits and trends, 



 
and the S&P 500 Index. TAKEWAY #3: In assessing 

risk, consider the extent to which market prices 

have deviated from economic fundamentals. 

The ICTF speed networking session had attendees 

sharing business cards and credit experiences 

with five people they did not know. One 

requested item to share was the silliest excuse for 

nonpayment heard from a salesperson or 

customer. Some of the excuses would make a 

great comedy routine! 

After a coffee break, attention turned to the ICTF 

Best Practices Forum. The first presentation, 

“Global Credit Management Practices” was by 

Larry O’Brien, Sr. Director of Credit - Potash 

Corporation. With over $7 billion in sales, Potash 

has a relatively small customer base and very 

large individual credit exposures. Credit personnel 

perform a wide range of duties, including setting 

up customers, gathering credit information, credit 

analysis and collections. 

The first key principle is “Know Your Customer”. 

Whether your customer is domestic or 

international, businesses are required by law and 

business best practices to know their customers. 

This includes knowing legal name, addresses, 

ownership, key personnel, parent company, 

subsidiaries and business segments. This 

information is collected from various avenues 

such as credit reports, bank reports, purchase 

orders, industry groups and personal visits. A 

financial action task force (FATF) made up of 34 

countries and 2 international organizations 

developed 40 recommendations on identifying 

money laundering and 9 recommendations on 

preventing the financing of terrorism and terrorist 

acts. New and existing customers and vendors can 

be vetted using risk and compliance software. The 

US Government can request proof of your “Know 

Your Customer” policy and active due diligence. 

Credit gathering and evaluation includes credit 

applications, credit reports, trade reports, bank 

reports, customer visits and financial statements. 

Financial statements are required and are an 

essential component of the credit decision. 

Statements are analyzed for debt structure and 

loan covenants, trends, any potential legal, 

environmental or accounting issues, cash flow, 

and managements notes in the MD&A section. 

Financial analysis includes cash conversion cycle 

in days, Altman’s Z score, gross profit margin, 

debt to equity, return on assets, C/F to assets, 

cash flow to Interest, return on equity, quick 

ratio, total tangible assets and years in business. If 

a customer refuses to provide financials, the 

company will offer a nondisclosure agreement 

and/or to view financials on the customer’s 

premises. Risk mitigation alternatives may include 

credit insurance, a personal or corporate 

guaranty, Standby Letter of Credit, cash deposit, 

minimum credit or cash in advance. Larry 

provided several samples of templates for request 

for credit, confidentiality agreements, wording for 

Standby Letters of Credit, both personal and 

corporate guarantees and credit write ups as well 

as examples for all ratios mentioned. 

Susan Seamands, International Credit Manager 

with the Gavilon Group contributed “Lessons 

from the Trenches: Working through Global Credit 

and Collection Challenges in the Commodities 

World”. Susan reminded us that grain trading is 

one of the oldest documented trades, from the 

ancient Egyptians to huge modern silos. Real 

world challenges include political risk, legal 

recourse risk and open account risk. Susan gave 

many real life examples of political risk such as 

the Venezuelan government occupying a 

customer’s premises before the vessel arrived, 

OPEC sanctions forcing a vessel to hold at sea for 

two weeks, a large shipment of grain caught at 

sea with the Arab Spring, sudden government 

restrictions on GMOs and major problems with 

currency fluctuations. In each case, patience, 

experience and persistence resulted in payment. 



 
In the area of legal recourse, Susan stressed: “use 

pagares, never take no for an answer, expect the 

unexpected and be leery of tropical real estate.” 

Open account credit has its own challenges. 

Words of wisdom included: “cover yourself, use 

protests, beware of UFOs (unidentified financial 

obfuscations) and remember that family 

businesses are vulnerable to death, illness and 

disasters.” Susan concluded with the fact that 

there will be constant change. “Know the 

variables and try to stay ahead of the game.” 

After lunch, the Best Practices Forum continued 

with a panel on “Export Credit Risk Mitigation 

Alternatives and Trade Finance Solutions”. The 

panel was moderated by Buddy Baker, 

VP/Manager, Global Trade Solutions - Fifth Third 

Bank. The Panel included Alan Andrews, SVP 

Global Trade Finance Group - PNC Bank; David 

Huey, President - Atradius, and Andre Python, VP 

Underwriting - FCIA. The panel covered a wide 

range of topics, from various L/C techniques, 

guarantees, drafts, avalized drafts, forfaiting, 

factoring, nonrecourse sale of receivables, to 

credit insurance, credit derivatives, FX forwards, 

futures and options. The use of credit insurance, 

long a staple in Europe, is growing in the U.S. 

Much of the discussion centered on credit 

insurance, how it is evolving and the fact that 

there are many different sizes and flavors. The 

panel touched briefly on the effect Basel lll will 

have on financial instrument pricing. Based on 

current numbers, to achieve a required 15% 

RAROC, banks will have to charge 5.4% per 

annum to confirm a letter of credit versus 0.05% 

under Basel l.  

The last session of the day was extremely timely 

and well received. Mark Miazga, Corporate Credit 

Manager, Parker Hannifin Corporation introduced 

their Corporate Director of Security, Evan Young, 

who shared an overview of security risks and 

preventive measures. In this world of global 

terrorism and a myriad of hot spots, security is 

vitally important. Evan stressed that you are 

ultimately responsible for your own security. 

“Whether you admit it or not, you are likely at risk 

and denial is not a defense.” Street crime is the 

primary risk for business travelers. This ranges 

from pickpockets, to cons, to mugging, to 

carjacking, to burglary, to extortion, to express 

kidnapping (often violent), to kidnapping for 

ransom. It is important to recognize, understand 

and accept your risks. Evan detailed a variety of 

ways to identify and mitigate specific risks. 

The day closed with a group networking dinner at 

the nearby family style Italian restaurant 

Francesca’s. As attendees put it, “the networking 

aspect of the ICTF symposiums is extremely 

valuable.” “The members of ICTF are friends, who 

soon become family - as we share professional 

experiences as well as personal ones."  

By Alice O. Knight, ICTF 

(to be continued – Day 2) 
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